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Report of CMP- upto December, 2016
Common minimum programme for qualitative improvement of the primary education, is getting
desired attention by the school administration. The consolidated report of various activities conducted for
the period upto December. Various activities of CCA, games and sports were organized successfully
during this period. Maximum number of students participated in these activities with full enthusiasm.
Details as follows1- School Readiness Programme:- Under School readiness programme various activities were
performed from 1st April to 18th April, 2016. Children were taken out of the classroom to see library,
office, CCA room, computer room, toilets etc to make them familiar with the school premises.
2- “A Welcome Programme” was organized especially for the parents of the students of class I. Parents
were informed and guided according to the system of teaching and evaluation in KVS so that teachers and
parents can put their combined efforts for progress of the child.
3- The eight periods time tableis being followed which is addressing the needs of curriculum as guided
in by NCF-2005.The time table is suitably modified by making provision for block periods and remedial
teaching.
4- Utilization of fund :The H.M. is drawing the allotted fund regularly, which is being utilized to prepare
TLM. The expenditure towards TLM is verified and counter verified by the Principal. The fund is used to
prepare worksheets, activity sheets and other helping materials.
5- Co-CurricularActivities(CCA):
Till November, 15 class wise competitions and 5 House wise competitions have been organized. Besides
this Fancy Dress Competitions were held during the celebrations of Bal Divas. Hindi Essay writing, Hindi
Slogan writing competition during the celebration of Hindi Divas. At the same time Poster designing
competition was held during the celebration of Vigilance Week.
Hindi -English Calligraphy: -Hindi & English Calligraphy Competition was organized aiming to
encourage children to write neatly and present the content in proper manner. At the same time the school
encourages the maintenance of Handwriting note book in both Languages.
Drawing and Art & Craft: Keeping in view that creativity and imagination makes the prospective of
children quite thoughtful, our school organized drawing and painting competition in which the young
artists reflected their thoughts and imaginations.
Poem recitation Competition: English Poem recitation was organized in CCA Programmes to ensure
holistic personality growth of children. It generated an environment of joyfulness and thoughtfulness.

6. Activity Based of Learning:Learning becomes joyfull and easier with activities performed in the
class. While teaching English, Hindi, Maths and EVS various activities were performed like
dramatization, role play, demonstration , experiments, survey ,group presentationetc.
7. CCE: To enhance the quality of learning CCE is implemented by conducting Monthly Test for every
subject in monthly cycle for classes I & II. For rest of the classes Formative and Summative Assessment
are being carried out as per KVS guidelines.
8. News Letter:Bilingual News Letter is being prepared on Quarterly basis. We have already publisher
two for the first and second quarter respectively. The same has also been sent to Cluster-in-charge for the
publication of Cluster level News Letter in November.
9. Sports Meet:The school level sports was organized in the last week of November. The best sports
event achievers are being trained to select them for the CMP Guwahati Cluster level Meet to be held at
KV Borjhar on 21st January, 2017.
10. Children’s Day (Bal Divas):Children’s Days was celebrated in the Vidyalaya on 11th November with
lot of enthusiasm. Various activities were conducted so that the students can enjoy the day dedicated for
them. Fancy dress competitions and Go as you like competitions were held.A few cultural items were
presented by slow bloomers also.
11. Community Lunch:The Community Lunch for the students of Primary section was organized on 9th
December, 2016 in the Vidyalaya Premises. They enjoyed the day with the message of communal
harmony and diversity.
12. Film Show:Movies based on the children’s interest with learning values are being shown at regular
intervals. Every class has been allotted specific time in the time table itself for better regulation of the
same.
13. Supervision:Supervision is an important tool to get the feedback of the teaching learning process.
Supervision of classes by HM is being done regularly with necessary suggestions given back to the
teachers.
14. Class Library:In order to provide the scope of supplementary learning the Vidyalaya is providing the
Class Library. It gives the students to use their leisure or Library period for getting supplementary
learning opportunity.
15. CAL/TLM:Our teachers adopt different and latest methodology to make the teaching learning a
joyful experience. Computer Aided Learning is being used extensively for the better use of technology for
giving knowledge.
Teaching Learning Materials (TLM)are also used to make the leaning more
enjoyable as well as gainful experience on the part of the students.
16. The school regularly participates in the Guwahati Cluster Level Meetingheld under the Cluster Incharge every time in different Vidyalayas. The Vidyalaya put forwards many new and innovative
suggestions in such meetings and also implements all the decisions taken unanimously.
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